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Abstract. Heterogeneous multicores have been attracting much attention to attain high performance keeping power consumption low in wide spread of areas. However, heterogeneous multicores force programmers very difficult programming. The long application program development period lowers product competitiveness.

In order to overcome such a situation, this paper describes OSCAR parallelizing compiler which bridges a gap between programmers and heterogeneous multicores. In particular, this paper describes the compilation framework based on OSCAR compiler and OSCAR API. OSCAR compiler and OSCAR API realize coarse grain task parallel processing, data transfer using a DMA controller, power reduction control from user programs with DVFS and clock gating on various heterogeneous multicores from different vendors.

This paper also evaluates processing performance and the power reduction by the proposed framework on a newly developed 15 core heterogeneous multicore chip named RP-X integrating 8 general purpose processor cores and 3 types of accelerator cores. The compiler using the OSCAR API gives us speedups up to 32x for an optical flow program with 8 general purpose processor cores and 4 DRP(Dynamically Reconfigurable Processor) accelerator cores with accelerator library and 12x with a special purpose compiler for the DRP against sequential execution by a single processor core. Also the compiler succeeded 80% of power reduction on 12 cores composed of the 8 general purpose cores and 4 DRP cores by the automatic DVFS control for the real-time AAC encoding.
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1 Introduction

There has been a growing interest in heterogeneous multicores which integrate special purpose accelerator cores in addition to general purpose processor cores on a chip. One of the reason for this trend is because heterogeneous multicores
allow us to attain high performance with low frequency and low power consumption. Various semiconductor vendors have released heterogeneous multicores such as CELL BE[11], RP1[16] and RP-X[17].

However, the softwares for heterogeneous multicores generally require large development efforts such as the decomposition of a program into tasks, the implementation of accelerator code, the scheduling of the tasks onto general purpose processors and accelerators, and the insertion of synchronization and data transfer codes. These software development periods are required even for expert programmers.

Recent many studies have tried to handle this software development issue. For example, NVIDIA and Khronos Group introduced CUDA[3] and OpenCL[6]. Also, PGI accelerator compiler[15] and HMPP[2] provides a high-level programming model for accelerators. However, these works focus on facilitating the development for accelerators. Programmers need to distribute tasks among general purpose processors and accelerator cores by hand. In terms of workload distribution, Qilin[8] automatically decides which task should be executed on a general purpose processor or an accelerator at runtime. However, programmers still need to parallelize a program by hand. While these works rely on programmers’ skills, CellSs[1] performs an automatic parallelization of a subset of sequential C program with data flow annotations on CELL BE. CellSs automatically schedules tasks onto processor elements at runtime. The task scheduler of CellSs, however, is implemented as a homogeneous task scheduler, namely the scheduler is executed on PPE and just distributes tasks among SPEs.

In the light of above facts, further explorations are needed since it is the responsibility of programmers to parallelize a program and to optimize a data transfer and a power consumption for heterogeneous multicores. One of our goals is to realize a fully automatic parallelization of a sequential C or Fortran77 program for heterogeneous multicores. We have been developing OSCAR paralleling compiler for homogeneous multicores such as SMP servers and real-time multicores[4, 7, 9]. These works realize automatic parallelization of programs written in Fortran77 or Parallelizable C, a kind of C programming style for parallelizing compiler, and power reduction with the support of both OSCAR compiler and OSCAR API(Application Program Interface)[5], which supports partitioned global address space(PGAS) including local memory, distributed shared memory, centrazed shared memory, DMA controller. This paper describes an automatic parallelization using the API for a real heterogeneous multicore chip. This paper makes the following contributions:

- A proposal in which the compilation flow of the OSCAR compiler and OSCAR API do not depend on the processor configuration, or the number of general-purpose cores and accelerators.
- A proposal, which enables the OSCAR compiler to perform an automatic parallelization for heterogeneous multicore by utilizing existing tools and libraries for accelerators.
- An evaluation of the processing performance and the power efficiency using widely used media applications including motion-tracking algorithm and
This paper firstly defines an general-purpose architecture and compilation flow in Section 2. Secondly, we defines distinct responsibilities among these tool chains and interface among them by extending OSCAR API in Section 3.

2 OSCAR API Applicable Heterogeneous Multicore Architecture and Overview of the Compilation flow

This section defines both target architecture and compilation flow of the proposed framework. In this paper, define a term “controller” as a general purpose processor that controls an accelerator, that is to say, it performs part of coarse-grain task and data transfers from/to the accelerator and offload the task to the accelerator.

2.1 OSCAR API Applicable Heterogeneous Multicore Architecture

This section defines “OSCAR API Applicable Heterogeneous Multicore Architecture” shown in Fig.1. The architecture is composed of general purpose processors, accelerators (ACCs), direct memory access controller (DMAC), on-chip centralized shared memory (CSM), and off-chip CSM. Some accelerators may have its own controller, or general purpose processor. Both general purpose processors and accelerators with controller may have a local data memory (LDM), a distributed shared memory (DSM), a data transfer unit (DTU), a frequency voltage control registers (FVR), an instruction cache memory and a data cache memory. The local data memory keeps private data. The distributed shared
memory is a dual port memory, which enables point-to-point direct data transfer and low-latency synchronization among processors. Each existing heterogeneous multicore can be seen such as CELL BE[11], MP211[13] and RP1[16] as a subset of OSCAR API applicable architecture. Thus, OSCAR API can support such chips and a subset of OSCAR API applicable heterogeneous multicore.

2.2 Compilation Flow

Fig. 2 shows the compilation flow of the proposed OSCAR heterogeneous compiler framework. The input is a sequential program written in Parallelizable C or Fortran77 and the output is an executable for a target heterogeneous multicore. The following describes each step in the proposed compilation flow.

**Step 1:** Accelerator compilers or programmers insert hint directives immediately before loops or function calls, which can be executed on the accelerator, in a sequential program.

**Step 2:** OSCAR compiler parallelizes the source program considering with hint directives: the compiler schedules coarse-grain tasks[14] to processor or accelerator cores and apply the low power control[7]. Then, the compiler generates a parallelized C or Fortran program for general purpose processors and accelerator cores by using OSCAR API. At that time, the compiler generates C source codes as separate files for accelerator cores. Each file includes functions to be executed on accelerators when a function is scheduled onto accelerator by the compiler.

**Step 3:** Each accelerator compiler generates objects for its own target accelerator. Note that each accelerator compiler also generates both data transfer code between controller and accelerator, and accelerator invocation code.

**Step 4:** An API analyzer prepared for each heterogeneous multicore translates OSCAR APIs into runtime library calls, such as pthread library. Afterwards, an ordinary sequential compiler for each processor from each vender generates an executable.

It is important that the framework also allows programmers to utilize existing hand-tuned libraries for the specific accelerator. This paper defines a term “hand-tuned library” as an accelerator library which includes computation body on
Fig. 3. Example of source code with hint directives

```c
int main() {
    int i, x[N], var1 = 0;
    /* loop1 */
    for (i = 0; i < N; i++) { x[i] = i; }
    /* loop2 */
    #pragma oscar_hint accelerator_task (ACCa)
        cycle(1000, (OSCAR_DMAC())) workmem(OSCAR_LDM(), 10)
    for (i = 0; i < N; i++) { x[i]++;
    /* function3 */
    #pragma oscar_hint accelerator_task (ACCb)
        cycle(100, (OSCAR_DTU())) in(var1, x[2:11]) out(x[2:11])
    call_FFT(var1, x);
    return 0;
}
```

Fig. 3. Example of source code with hint directives

the specific accelerator and both data transfer code between general purpose processors and accelerators and accelerator invocation code.

3 A Compiler Framework for Heterogeneous Multicores

This section describes the detail of OSCAR compiler and OSCAR API.

3.1 Hint Directives for OSCAR Compiler

This subsection explains the hint directives for OSCAR compiler that advice OSCAR compiler which parts of the program can be executed by which accelerator core.

Fig.3. shows an example code. As shown in Fig.3., there are two types of hint directives inserted to a sequential C program, namely “accelerator_task” and “oscar_comment”. In this example, there are “#pragma oscar_hint accelerator_task (ACCa) cycle(1000, ((OSCAR_DMAC()))) workmem(OSCAR_LDM(), 10)” and “#pragma oscar_hint accelerator_task (ACCb) cycle(100, ((OSCAR_DTU()))) in(var1, x[2:11]) out(x[2:11])”. In these directives, accelerators represented as “ACCa” and “ACCb” is able to execute a loop named “loop2” and a function named “function3”, respectively. The hint directive for “loop2” specifies that “loop2” requires 1000 cycles including the cost of a data transfer performed by DMAC if the loop is processed by “ACCa”. This directive also specifies that 10 bytes in local data memory are required in order to control “ACCa”. Similarly, for “function3”, it takes 100 cycles including the cost of a data transfer by DTU. Input variables are scalar variable “var1” and array variable “x” ranging 2 to 11. Also, output variable is array variable “x”. “oscar_comment” directive is inserted so that either programmers or accelerator compilers give a comment to accelerator compiler through OSCAR compiler.
3.2 OSCAR Parallelizing Compiler

This subsection describes OSCAR compiler.

First of all, the compiler decomposes a program into coarse grain tasks, namely macro-tasks (MTs), such as basic block (BPA), loop (RB), and function call or subroutine call (SB). Then, the compiler analyzes both the control flow and the data dependencies among MTs and represents them as a macro-flow-graph (MFG) and macro-task-graph (MTG)[4]. When the compiler cannot analyze the input source for some reason, like hand-tuned accelerator library call, “in/out” clause of “accelerator_task” gives the data dependency information to OSCAR compiler. Then, the compiler calculates the cost of MT and finds the layer which is expected to apply coarse-grain parallel processing most effectively. “cycle” clause of “accelerator_task” tells the cost of accelerator execution to the compiler. Secondly, the task scheduler of the compiler statically schedules macro-tasks to each core[14]. Thirdly, the compiler tries to minimize total power consumption by changing frequency and voltage(DVFS) or shutting power down the core during the idle time considering transition time[12]. The compiler determines suitable voltage and frequency for each macro-task based on the result of static task assignment in order to satisfy the deadline for real-time execution. Finally, the compiler generates parallelized C or Fortran program with OSCAR API. OSCAR compiler generates the function which includes original source for accelerator. Generation of data transfer codes and accelerator invocation code is responsible for accelerator compiler.

OSCAR compiler uses processor configurations, such as number of cores, cache or local memory size, available power control mechanisms, and so on. This information is provided by compiler options.

3.3 OSCAR API

This subsection describes the overview of OSCAR API. Fig.4 shows the brief overview of the compilation flow using OSCAR API. As we described in Section 2.2, OSCAR compiler generates the parallelized Fortran or C program with OSCAR API and API analyzer translates OSCAR APIs into runtime library calls, such as pthread library. Afterwards, an sequential compiler generates an executable. That’s why OSCAR API is multiplatform multicore API. Fig.5 shows the list of OSCAR API. OSCAR API consists of parallel execution APIs, memory mapping APIs, data transfer APIs, power control APIs, synchronization APIs, timer APIs, cache control APIs and accelerator APIs. Parallel execution APIs realize thread creation and mutual exclusion by using “parallel sections”, “flush”, “critical” on the target platform. All API except “execution” derived from OpenMP. Memory mapping APIs enable OSCAR compiler to map variables and arrays to specified memory including local memory, distributed shared memory, and centralized shared memory. OSCAR compiler also inserts codes which perform data transfer by using data transfer unit by using “dma_transfer”, “dma_contiguous_parameter” and “dma_stride_parameter”. The completion of the transfer is to be notified and checked by using “dma_flag_check”
and “dma_flag_send”. Frequency and voltage of chip can be changed and monitored by using “fvcontrol” and “get_fvstatus”. Synchronization API and Timer API realize hardware-supported barrier synchronization for low-latency synchronization and timer monitoring for real-time execution, respectively. Cache control APIs supports non-coherent cache architectures which do not have hardware supported cache coherent mechanism.

3.4 The Extension of OSCAR API for Heterogeneous Multicores

This subsection describes API extension for heterogeneous multicores to be the output of OSCAR compiler. The extension is very simple. Only one directive “accelerator_task_entry” is added to OSCAR API. This directive specifies the function’s name where general purpose processor invokes an accelerator.

Let us consider an example where the compiler parallelizes the program in Fig.3. We assume a target multicore includes two general purpose processors,
one ACCa as an accelerator with its controller and one ACCb as an accelerator without its controller. One of general purpose processors, namely CPU1, is used as controller for ACCb in this case. Fig.6. shows as example of the parallelized C code with OSCAR heterogeneous directive generated by OSCAR compiler. As shown in Fig.6., functions named “MAIN_CPU0()”, “MAIN_CPU1()” and “MAIN_CPU2()” are invoked in omp parallel sections. These functions are executed on general purpose processors. In addition, hand-tuned library “oscartask_CTRL1_call_FFT()” executed on ACCa is called by controller “MAIN_CPU1()”. “MAIN_CPU2” also calls kernel function “oscartask_CTRL2_call_loop2()” executed on ACCb. “accelerator_task_entry” directive specifies these two functions. “controller” clause of the directive specifies id of general purpose CPU which controls the accelerator. Note that there exists “oscar_comment” directives at same place shown in Fig.3.. “oscar_comment” directives may be used to give accelerator specific directives, such as PGI accelerator directives, to accelerator compilers. Afterwards, accelerator compilers generates the source code for the controller and objects for the accelerator, interpreting these directives.

4 Performance Evaluations on RP-X

This section evaluates the performance of the proposed framework on 15 core heterogeneous multicore RP-X[17] using media applications.

4.1 Evaluation Environment

The RP-X processor is composed of eight 648MHz SH-4A general purpose processor cores and four 324MHz FE-GA accelerator cores, the other dedicated hardware IP such as matrix processor “MX-2” and video processing unit “VPU5”, as shown in Fig.7.. Each SH-4A core consists of a 32KB instruction cache, a 32KB data cache, a 16KB local instruction/data memory(ILM and DLM in Fig.7.), a
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64KB distributed shared memory (URAM in Fig. 7) and a data transfer unit. Furthermore, FE-GA is used as an accelerator without controller because FE-GA is directly connected with on-chip interconnection network named “SHwy#1”, a split transaction bus. With regard to the power reduction control mechanism of RP-X, DVFS and clock gating for each SH-4A core can be controlled independently using special power control register by a user. DVFS for FE-GAs can be controlled by a user. This hardware mechanism is low overhead, for example frequency change needs a few clocks. This paper evaluates both generating the object code by accelerator compiler and using the hand-tuned library on RP-X processor. We evaluate the processing performance and the power consumption of the proposed framework using up to eight SH-4A cores and four FE-GA cores.

4.2 Performance by OSCAR compiler with Accelerator Compiler

An “optical flow” application from OpenCV[10] is used for this evaluation. The algorithm is a type of object tracking system, which calculates velocity field between two images. The program is modified in Parallelizable C[9] in this evaluation. This program consists of the following parts: dividing the image into 16x16 pixel blocks, searching a similar block in the next image for every block in the current image, shifting 16 pixels and generating the output. OSCAR compiler parallelizes the loop which searches a similar block in the next image. In addition, FE-GA compiler developed by Hitachi analyzed that the sum of absolute difference (SAD), which occupies a large part of the program execution time, is to be executed on FE-GA. FE-GA compiler also automatically inserts the hint directives to the C program. OSCAR compiler generates parallel C program with OSCAR heterogeneous API. The parallel program is translated into parallel executable binary by using API analyzer which translates the directives to library calls and sequential compiler and FE-GA compiler translates the program parts in the accelerator files to FE-GA binary. Input images are two 320x352 bitmap images. Data transfer between SH-4A and FE-GA is performed by SH-4A via data cache.
Fig. 8. Performance by OSCAR compiler and FE-GA Compiler (Optical Flow)

Fig. 8 shows parallel processing performance of the optical flow on RP-X. The horizontal axis shows the processor configurations. For example, 8SH+4FE represents for the configuration with eight SH-4A general purpose cores and four FE-GA accelerator cores. The vertical axis shows the speedup against the sequential execution by a SH-4A core. As shown in Fig. 8, the proposed compilation framework achieves speedups of up to 12.36x with 8SH+4FE.

4.3 Performance by OSCAR compiler and Hand-tuned Library

In this evaluation, we evaluate two applications written in Parallelizable C. The one is the optical flow from Hitachi Ltd. and Tohoku university, and the other is AAC encoder available on a market from Renesas Technology.

There are a few differences between the optical flow program used in this section and the program in Section 4.2: In the optical flow program for this section, shift amount is 1 pixel, the input of the application is a sequence of images, and hand-tuned library for FE-GA is utilized. OSCAR compiler parallelizes the same loop, which is shown in the previous subsection. The hand-tuned library, which executes 81 SAD functions in parallel, is used for FE-GA. The hint directives are inserted to the parallelizable C program. OSCAR compiler generates parallel C program with OSCAR API or directives for these library function calls. The directives in the parallel program are translated to library calls by using API analyzer. Then, sequential compiler generates the executables linking with hand-tuned library for SAD. Input image size, number of frames and block size is 352x240, 450, 16x16, respectively. Data transfer between SH-4A and FE-GA is performed by SH-4A via data cache. AAC encoding program is based on the AAC-LC encode program provided by Renesas Technology and Hitachi Ltd. This program consists of filter bank, midside(MS) stereo, quantization and huffman coding. OSCAR compiler parallelizes the main loop which encodes a frame. The hand-tuned library for filter bank, MS stereo and quantization is used for FE-GA. Data transfer between SH-4A and FE-GA is performed by DTU via distributed shared memory.
Fig. 9. Performance by OSCAR compiler and Hand-tuned Library (Optical Flow)

Fig. 10. Performance by OSCAR compiler and Hand-tuned Library (AAC)

Fig. 9 shows parallel processing performance of the optical flow at RP-X. The horizontal axis shows the processor configurations. For example, 8SH+4FE represents for the configuration with eight SH-4A general purpose cores and four FE-GA accelerator cores. The vertical axis shows the speedup against the sequential execution by a SH-4A core. As shown in Fig. 9, the proposed framework achieved speedups of up to 32.65x with 8SH+4FE.

Fig. 10 shows parallel processing performance of the AAC at RP-X. As shown in Fig. 10, the proposed framework achieved speedups of up to 16.08x with 8SH+4FE.

4.4 Evaluation of Power Consumption

This section evaluates a power consumption by using optical flow and AAC encoding for real-time execution on RP-X. Fig. 11 shows the power reduction by OSCAR compiler’s power control, under the condition satisfying the deadline. The deadline of the optical flow is set to 33ms for each frame processing so that standard 30 [frames/sec] for moving picture processing can be achieved. The
minimum number of cores required for the deadline satisfaction of optical flow calculation is 2SH+1FE. As shown in Fig.11, OSCAR heterogeneous multicore compiler reduces from 65% to 75% of power consumption for each processor configuration. Although power consumption is increased by the augmentation of processor core, the proposed framework reduces the power consumption.

Fig.12 shows the waveforms of power consumption in the case of optical flow using 8SH+4FE. The horizontal axis and the vertical axis show elapsed time and a power consumption, respectively. In the Fig.12, the arrow shows a processing period for one frame, or 33ms. In the case of applying power control (shown in Fig.12. b), each core executes the calculation by changing the frequency and the voltage on a chip. As a result, the consumed power ranges 0.3 to 0.7[W] by OSCAR compiler’s power control. On the contrary, in the case of applying no power control (shown in Fig.12. a), the consumed power ranges 2.25[W] to 1.75[W].

Fig.13 shows the summary of frequency and voltage status for optical flow calculation with 8SH+4FE. In this figure, FULL is 648MHz with 1.3V, MID is 324MHz with 1.1V, and LOW is 162MHz with 1.0V. Each box labeled “MID” and “timer” “Sleep” represents macro-task. As shown in Fig.13., four SAD tasks are assigned to each FE-GA, and the tasks are executed at MID. All SH-4A core except “CPU0” is shutdown until the deadline comes. “CPU0” executes “timer” task for satisfying the deadline. In other words, “CPU0” boot up other SH-4A cores when the program execution reaches the deadline. Note that FE-GA core is not shutdown after task execution because DVFS is only applicable.

For AAC program, an audio stream is processed per frame. The deadline of AAC is set to encode 1 [sec] audio data within 1 [sec]. Fig.14 shows the waveforms of power consumption in the case of AAC using 8SH+4FE. In the case of applying power control (shown in Fig.14. b)), each core execute the calculation by changing the frequency and the voltage on a chip. As a result, the consumed power ranges 0.4 to 0.55[W]. On the contrary, in the case of applying no power control (shown in Fig.14. a), the consumed power ranges 1.9[W] to 3.1[W]. In
summary, the proposed framework realizes the automatically power reduction of heterogeneous multicore for several applications.

5 Conclusions

This paper has proposed OSCAR heterogeneous multicore compilation framework. In particular, this paper introduces (1) the general purpose and multi-platform automatic compilation flow using OSCAR compiler and various accelerator compilers or hand-tuned libraries and (2) the heterogeneous extension of OSCAR multiplatform homogeneous multicore API. In this paper, we have evaluated the processing performance and the power efficiency of the proposed framework using RP-X, 15 core heterogeneous multicore chip, as an example. The developed framework automatically gave us speedups of up to 32x for an
optical flow program with eight general purpose processor cores and four accelerator cores against sequential execution. Also, it shows 80% of power reduction by automatic DVFS for the real-time AAC encoding execution mode with eight general purpose processor cores and four accelerator cores compared with no power control.
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